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CITY OF ALBANY 

AIRPORT ADVISORY COMMISSION 
Santiam Room – Albany City Hall 

Thursday, May 18, 2017 
3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

MINUTES 
 
Commission Members Present: Heath Kasper, Richard Kay, Sam Flande, Chuck Kratch, Mike Newman, John 

Harshberger, John Pascone  

Commission Members Absent:  

Staff Present: Jon Goldman, Transportation Superintendent; Kindra Coggins, 
Administrative Assistant I 

Others Present: Dan Miltenberger; Gar Burroughs; Tony Hann 

CALL TO ORDER 

Kasper called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Kratch would like Commission Comments in the first paragraph changed to, “Kay stated the new beacon is working 
well,” instead of “it is working well” because he is afraid it was referring to Kay’s personal life. 

Kratch would like the Commissioner Comments in the first paragraph to be changed to, “to prevent animal entry” 
instead of “to prevent animals.”  

Kratch would like under Commissioner Comments the second to last paragraph to be changed.  He would like 
“Bailey stated it is possible and explained why,” to be changed to “Bailey stated change orders are possible.”  I will 
re-check minutes and update accordingly. 

Kasper mentioned that Luke Doughton is Luke Fountain.  His company is Classic Aero Design, not Classic Arrow 
Design. 

Newman moved to approve the April 20, 2017, minutes.  Kay seconded.  Motion was approved 7-0, pending changes. 

UPDATE ON PROJECT LIST 

Goldman spoke about the property line adjustment.  They want to make two tax lots, instead of dividing the parcel.  
Commission will talk to Dan Watson about the price of the adjustment.  Commission discussed.  

Goldman stated that the City is widening Aviation Way.  He stated it should be completed next week. 

Goldman stated that the A4 Pad is going back out for bid because the original bids came back too high.  The bus stop 
and the pad will be going out separately for bid.  Commission discussed.  

Once the ground dries out, they will get the fence relocated. 

Kasper asked about the hotel sign.  Goldman received a voicemail right before the meeting and did not have a chance 
to listen to it.  Goldman would like to know if the sign is in the purchase agreement for the hotel.  Kratch will check 
on deeds around the area. 

Goldman stated that the gate is not fixed but someone called him today stating that they are unable to get out.  Kay 
stated that he has had issues as well and just backs up and goes forward again.  Goldman will check with building 
maintenance again. 

Kasper asked if there was any update on the mowing.  Goldman stated that they will be in next week to observe the 
Spotted Owl of Butterflies (the plant that cannot be mowed).  Kratch asked if the plant is there, what that means for 
mowing in the future.  Kratch asked if Goldman has been told not to mow, Goldman stated yes he has.   
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Kasper stated that what has been sprayed looks great.  The fence line along the freeway has a bunch of weeds still and 
he would like them sprayed.  Goldman stated once it dries out a bit, they will be back out to spray more. 

Kasper asked about the main entrance gate post has many scratches on it, and he would like it to be painted.  

Goldman mentioned that he sent the insurance onto the City attorney because the driver who caused the crash into the 
Airport gate has not paid for it yet.  

Kasper would like to know when the Apron Project starts.  Goldman stated that it is not awarded yet, and it will start 
once it is awarded.  

COMISSIONER COMMENTS 

Kasper asked about the Apron Improvement Project.  He asked Goldman to elaborate what it is.  Goldman stated that 
the repairs of the apron will be 3 different things: base repair, crack seal, or peel off asphalt and replace.  FAA rates 
the condition of the asphalt and it will be repaired accordingly.  

Kasper stated that the tie-downs are too big.  Goldman stated that it is an FAA regulation.  Commission discussed the 
tie-downs and the distance between them.  Commission would like to get a design change from the FAA.  Goldman 
stated that it is their requirement/spec.  Commission would like to put more tie-downs in the between the 49-foot 
spacing after the project is completed.  Kasper asked when the grant money would come available, Goldman stated 
between mid- to the end of June.  Kasper asked if reviewing the bids would come after the grant money, or if we have 
already picked a bid.  Goldman stated that the lowest bidder is aware.  Once the grant money is awarded, pre-
construction can begin.  Kasper stated that in the plans it says that the open T-hangers will not have restricted access, 
whereas Goldman stated that there will be.  Goldman stated that is something that they would be able to talk with the 
contractor about before work begins. 

The gravel roadway is pulling a lot of gravel and Kay does not feel it is safe for planes to drive over it.  Kay stated 
that it needs to be blocked off or swept.  Hann stated that he goes out and sweeps in at least once a month.  Flande 
asked if the street sweeper could go in and sweep it.  Kasper asked how far the gravel is tracked out, Hann stated that 
it is all over.  Kasper asked Goldman what other options there are.  Goldman stated to put in some hydro-seed to 
essentially block it off.  Kasper asked if there are barricades out at the airport.  Tony said there are cones.  Kasper 
would like to put out barricades to see if it would detour people from using it.  If it causes more problems, he would 
like to discuss other options.  Tony does not think that paving over it or getting rid of it is a good option.  Goldman 
stated that they will get the gate fixed and put out barricades and see what the outcome is.  

Hann commented about the American Legion will be doing an event for the Eclipse.  He would like to know if they 
will have room to do an event around the staging area.  They will be having an event from 6 a.m. to 3 p.m.  They will 
charge $60.00 for the event.  That will include breakfast among other things.  

Hann stated that other Airports are charging pilots to fly in for the Eclipse event.  He said that there are a couple 
pilots who are interested in that now.   

Hann would like to know if the grass will be mowed at the Eclipse Event.  

Kay asked if pilots pay to camp, if they have to pay the $60.00 for the American Legion event.  Hann said no. 

Kratch asked if because we are not charging, if that means that there are going to be 100’s of people in the Airport.  
Flande stated that a park in Corvallis is charging $250/night.  Kasper asked if the City has an issue with the Airport 
charging for someone to camp.  Flande asked if the Airport were to charge, what kind of stuff would need to be 
provided (toilets, ect.).  Hann stated he was going to talk to Goldman about it.  Commission discussed other options 
about providing space and charging for it.  

Kasper would like the American Legion to attend the next meeting to explain to the Commission what they would 
like to do.  

Hann would like to know if he could get an official compass rose.  Kasper stated that it have to be a long ways away 
from a metal building for it to be an official compass rose.  Miltenberger stated that it would need to be 200 feet or so 
from a metal building.  Hann will find out how much it would cost. 

Hann stated that the JetA truck is operational.  Hann updated the Airport listing sites.   
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COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC 

VASI/PAPI is out of alignment.  Kasper asked Hann if he has noticed it being off.  Hann said that he has always 
noticed it to be off.  Maintenance changed the bulb in it, and they checked the alignment.  Kasper asked Goldman if 
there is anything we can do to check them, Goldman stated the City will go out and check them again.  

Miltenberger asked if they are replanting anything in the riparian area.  Goldman stated they will be replanting grass. 

Ed commented on the 100th year anniversary of the Airport.  He would like to see an event planned.  Ed is 
volunteering to discuss the process/problems of having an event.  Ed would like a group of people to get together to 
talk about the meaning of the event.  The Airport was founded in the summer of 1920.  Commission would like to 
have the event at the same time as the Art & Air Festival in 2020. 

Ed commented about not being able to see the Airport sign because it is covered by buildings.  He would like 
passerby’s to be able to see that it is the Albany Airport while driving down I5.  

NEXT MEETING DATE 

The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, June 15, 2017, at 3:30 p.m., in the Santiam Room at City Hall. 

ADJOURNMENT 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:03 p.m. 

Respectfully Submitted: 
 
Signature on File 
 
Kindra Coggins 
Administrative Assistant I 


